FineDocs Mobile Web 1.0
A Faster, Lighter, Smarter DMS for Smart Workers

Highlights

Acyutah introduces
FineDocs Mobile Web App
1.0
FineDocs Mobile, a Mobile Web app for Document
Management On-the-Go enables secure access to
enterprise content anywhere, anytime ensuring business
continuity in a mobile world.
Ensures a native-like user experience with Mobile
optimized view and no native app installation, FineDocs
Mobile has broader reach and instantly accessible via a
browser across a range of devices (PC/Mac, iOS and
Android devices).



Mobile Optimized
Views



Secure Repository
Access



Create & Process,
Search, Share &
Collaborate while on
move



Instantly available
and always up-todate



Improved User
Experience

Content management is a core component of today’s Enterprise infrastructure and
Enterprise Mobility is changing the way businesses function. To keep up with the
demands of the mobile workforce in rapidly changing business structure, FineDocs
Mobile is here to provide the solution.
Simplified Access: Simplify the
way you work and act on
information with FineDocs Mobile
no matter where you are.

Personalized
Experience:
Custom View, My Dashboard,
Favorites let you personalize
FineDocs
experience
across
devices while on desk or while on
the move.

Secure Content Access: Access
documents and content directly
from Server with full enforced
security instead of transferring
data to the device as native apps
do.
Enterprise-class
security
features protect the highly valued
business content in the centralized
repository.

Act on Information While on
Move: Now, processes do not
pause outside the office. Review,
Approve and make decision while
on the move. Get insight into
progress and performance with
compelling
reporting
and
dashboard capability enabling real
-time view of business metrics.

Universal
Viewer:
View
Documents in PDF or Plain text
for optimized view and Annotate in
Mobile interface.

Always Up-to-date: FineDocs
mobile web app is dynamic and
controlled by Web Server in terms
of pure flexibility for application
updates. Unlike native app no
software update is required on
mobile.

Share FineDocs Link instantly:
Share FineDocs Mobile Web
application URL easily through
Emails, Text message, Social
Networks, Facebook or Twitter
post, etc. Organizations can easily
direct users to FineDocs Mobile
web app from a blog or company
portal.

Compatibility: FineDocs Mobile
Web app includes a responsive
HTML5 web client compatible
across devices i.e. iOS and
Android devices for smartphones,
tablets and PC/Mac browsers e.g.
Chrome, Mozilla, Safari, etc.

FineDocs Mobile is
designed with the
intention of
accessibility from
different devices and
networks, enabling
personalized mobile
experience while
accessing the same
application.

Enhance productivity
and efficiency in the
workplace and
generate higher
flexibility with FineDocs
MOBILE.

Accessed from
Smartphone, Tablet
and Desktop browsers,
this lightweight
application enables
faster response.

Upcoming Releases

Empower your Mobile
workforce with information
access and improve
business responsiveness
through FineDocs MOBILE
enabling them manage the
complete information
lifecycle and business
processes for better
decision making ensuring
maximum security and
regulatory compliance.

FineDocs V6.0
A new version of Enterprise Edition with some existing
features of Content management and Record management
along with Localization support .

FineDocs MOBILE
October 12, 2015

FineFlow Mobile Web V1.0
A lightweight edition of FineFlow BPM with great user experience to
enable access on Smartphone, Tablet and Desktop using a single
application with different device dependent views.
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